Abstract. The widespread dissemination of machine learning tools in science, particularly in astronomy, has revealed the limitation of working with simple single-task scenarios in which any task in need of a predictive model is looked in isolation, and ignores the existence of other similar tasks. In contrast, a new generation of techniques is emerging where predictive models can take advantage of previous experience to leverage information from similar tasks. The new emerging area is referred to as transfer learning. In this paper, I briefly describe the motivation behind the use of transfer learning techniques, and explain how such techniques can be used to solve popular problems in astronomy. As an example, a prevalent problem in astronomy is to estimate the class of an object (e.g., Supernova Ia) using a generation of photometric lightcurve datasets where data abounds, but class labels are scarce; such analysis can benefit from spectroscopic data where class labels are known with high confidence, but the data sample is small. Transfer learning provides a robust and practical solution to leverage information from one domain to improve the accuracy of a model built on a different domain. In the example above, transfer learning would look to overcome the difficulty in the compatibility of models between spectroscopic data and photometric data, since data properties such as size, class priors, and underlying distributions, are all expected to be significantly different.
Introduction
The abundance of large datasets generated for scientific research through sophisticated sensors (e.g., modern telescopes) or complex simulations, has led to a widespread interest for automated mechanisms that can analyze the data and generate models that classify events in an accurate and precise manner. A popular approach uses machine learning [8] to train a computer to recognize different events using case examples that belong to different categories. In most applications, a common assumption pervading most traditional work in machine learning is that the probability distribution from which a training sample is drawn is static; future samples must follow the same distribution for any model to remain valid. While such assumption is sensible, and has found a plethora of successful real-world applications, recent work in machine learning has shown an equally large number of applications that do not follow such assumption.
An example of such shift in distributions lies in light curve classification from star samples obtained from different galaxies [16] . An original source task may consist of identifying certain types of stars on a nearby galaxy. But if we move to galaxies lying farther away, and we try to repeat the same identification task, we will find that the distribution of stars has now changed (sometimes drastically). A major reason for such change is that at greater distances, less luminous stars fall below the detection threshold and more luminous stars are preferentially detected. The corresponding change in distribution precludes the direct utilization of one single model across galaxies; it calls for a form of model adaptation to compensate for the change in the data distribution. Many other domains exist where changes in the underlying probability distribution are primarily caused by measurements obtained under different circumstances (e.g., observing galaxies that lie at different distances), by changing the orientation or position of the same sensing device, or by utilizing a similar but more powerful device. In particle physics, for example, a model built to identify a certain particle is rendered unapplicable when we collect samples obtained using more powerful particle accelerators; this is because the range of parameter values shifts as we reach out to higher energies.
The abundance of examples exhibiting a shift in distribution as circumstances change over time calls for automated methods that adapt as a response to the dynamic nature of many learning tasks. The type of problems mentioned above have recently led to the development of a new area of study called transfer learning, where the mechanism leverages previous experience to increase the accuracy of predictive models. In this paper, I briefly introduce central ideas in transfer learning and describe a practical application in astronomy that captures the essence of this new paradigm.
Rationale for Transfer Learning
Before the advent of transfer learning techniques, practical solutions to the problem of shifts in probability distributions led to a continuous re-training of a predictive model over time. Each new instance of a classification or regression problem was considered in isolation, lacking the capacity to exploit information from previous experience. Figure 1 (left) shows this operational mode. A training set serves as input to the process of modelling data using machine learning tools. Other datasets are treated similarly but in isolation. No information is exploited that can serve to learn experience across tasks. The traditional approach is particularly detrimental in situations where similar datasets share information that is useful across all tasks. This is clearly the case in the astronomical or particle-physics scenarios mentioned above, where a change in the sensor device or the event generator does not render any previous form of data analysis useless; instead one should be able to exploit the presence of similar patterns across tasks.
The new approach to the construction of adaptive learning models is to gather experience from previous tasks to improve on the current target task. This is also known as the transfer learning problem. Figure 1 (right) depicts the new approach. Previous experience is now retained for future analysis (source domains). The repetitive use of machine learning is stored in a knowledge database that varies in nature according to the problem or task under analysis. The main difference with the previous approach becomes evident when a new target domain arrives (i.e., new task). The data modelling process is now reinforced with previous experience to strengthen the predictive model, and gain leverage from patterns found in previous tasks. A brief description of these adaptive techniques is given in the following section.
Different Modalities in Transfer Learning
Before describing different approaches to transfer learning, I introduce some notation. It is common to assume a source dataset T s = {(x, y)} made of training examples, where x ∈ X is a feature vector, and y ∈ Y is a class or category. Dataset T s , the source dataset, corresponds to a previous application of machine learning that produced a predictive model f s (x). Examples in T s are drawn randomly from a joint distribution P s (x, y); of relevance here are the marginal distribution P s (x) and the class-posterior distribution P s (y|x). We will assume model f s (x) needs some form of adaptation because of changes in the original data distribution. The second dataset, T t , the target dataset, corresponds to a new application that is similar to the source task, but not identical. We assume the existence of corresponding distributions on the target task: marginal distribution P t (x), and class-posterior distribution P t (y|x). Now, rather than building f t (x) from scratch, transfer learning can be invoked to exploit previous experience [2, 3] . A justification for the use of transfer learning is that T t is either small, or contains few -or nonelabeled instances (e.g., due to the cost of label annotation).
Many techniques have been proposed in the area of transfer learning [10, 17] . A broad taxonomy begins by defining two approaches: homogenous and heterogenous transfer learning. In homogenous transfer learning, the feature representation for source and target is identical X s = X t (i.e., both tasks share the same feature representation). In heterogenous transfer learning we dispense with such assumption.
Within homogenous transfer learning, a simple scenario assumes the difference between source and target lies on the marginal distributions P s (x) = P t (x). Other scenarios assume the marginals remain the same, while the class-posterior distributions differ P s (y|x) = P t (y|x), or that both marginals and posterior distributions differ.
A final categorization of transfer learning methods focuses on the nature of the element being transferred. One approach is to transfer instances between source and target. The strategy behind instance-based methods is to increase the weight of source instances populating regions of high density in the target domain. A piece of work along these lines is known as covariate shift [11, 15] . Under the covariance-shift assumption, the model built on the new weighted source distribution can be directly applied to the target domain. A strong assumption here requires close proximity between source and target distributions.
Another approach is to transfer features across tasks. Feature-based transfer learning projects both the source and the target datasets into a common feature space where the covariate-shift assumption holds. The new model built on the transformed space acts as the classifier on the target. Instances of this family include subspace alignment methods, where the goal is to find a common subspace that makes source and target distributions overlap.
A third approach is to transfer parameter values across tasks. This can be accomplished by simply transferring parameter values directly from source to target, or by following a Bayesian approach where model parameters on the source task are used to build a prior distribution on the target task. Additionally, multiple models can be induced from the source task, and a weighting scheme can be used to provide adequate weights to combine the learners on the target task.
The last approach is to transfer knowledge based on the nature of the relation between tasks. As an example, in relational-based transfer learning, the idea is to look for relational patterns across source and target. An example is to predict documents based on grammatical and sentence structure patterns across texts that belong to similar topics [9] .
An Application of Transfer Learning in Astronomy
An application of transfer learning in astronomy can be found in the automated identification of Supernova Ia (SNe Ia) [7] . The task is of great importance to astronomy, because SNe Ia are considered standard candles in probing large cosmological distances; the correlation between their luminosity and distance independent quantities has led to multiple discoveries, including the accelerating expansion of the Universe [12] . The discrepancy in distribution that makes this a problem amenable to transfer learning is due to the difference between spectroscopic and photometric observations. Spectroscopy provides a high-resolution description of electromagnetic radiation and is crucial to estimate chemical composition (through spectral lines) and distances (redshift) with high precision. But spectroscopic observations are costly and time-consuming; in practice, it is more convenient to perform photometric observations that summarize radiation in a set of broad wavelength windows or filters, even at the expense of forfeiting the wealth of information otherwise available using a spectroscopic analysis.
Many modern surveys including the the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, the Dark Energy Survey, and the upcoming Large Synoptic Survey (Telescope) are designed to capture pure photometric observations for SNe Ia. A big challenge in modern astronomy is to infer spectroscopic properties from purely photometric data. In our current discussion, the source domain corresponds to spectroscopic data where Supernovae are confidently classified (as type Ia or different); the target domain corresponds to the new generation of abundant photometric light-curve datasets where class labels are scarce. Our goal is to take advantage of the source domain to attain high predictive performance on the target domain. The use of transfer learning here is crucial, since photometric observations lack a precise class label (e.g. type of SNe) to conform a reliable training set. At the same time, the naive approach of training a model f s (x) on the spectroscopic data T s (source domain) and applying it directly on the photometric data T t (target domain) is prone to failure because of the distributional shift observed between both types of observations. Methodology I now describe a specific study aimed at building accurate SNe Ia classifiers from photometric data, while exploiting information from spectroscopic data [7] . The first step is (almost always invariably) to reduce the dimensionality of the (source and target) data, since the original samples contain a large number of features. A recommended approach is to use kernel principal component analysis (Kernel PCA) [14] ; the technique is a generalization of principal component analysis (PCA) by using non-linear components. Recently, new approaches have emerged that compute robust non-linear combinations of features, such as those found in deep-learning architectures [5, 13] .
The second step is to use transfer learning to leverage experience from the source domain (spectroscopic dataset) to attain an accurate classifier on the target domain (photometric dataset). The study reported here considered two methods used: kernel mean matching KMM, and subspace alignment SA. The first method, KMM, works through a re-weighting scheme that gives more importance to those examples on the source dataset that appear closer to the target dataset [6] . Specifically, the method projects the data into a new space (reproducing Hilbert kernel space) where it minimizes the (maximum) distance between the means on each distribution (source and target). The projection helps to identify source examples that can be incorporated into the training phase while building a classifier on the target domain.
The second method, subspace alignment, is a common transfer learning method based on feature subset selection [4] . The idea is to apply PCA on source T s and target T t datasets separately by choosing a common space. It then attempts to align the projected source dataset with the projected target dataset in this common subspace using a subspace alignment matrix. Once source and target are aligned, a classifier is built on the transformed source dataset T α s , and subsequently applied to the transformed target dataset T α t . Experimental results are shown in Figure 2 . The horizontal axis shows different classifiers including neural networks and support vector machines [8] , the latter implemented with different degrees of complexity. The vertical axis shows accuracy (proportion of examples correctly classified) using 10-fold cross validation. Some interesting observations in Figure 2 are as follows. First, KMM does provide a significant advantage over a methodology that lacks any form of transfer learning. Second, the advantage is not always there; in a few cases (SVM degree 3) performance degrades; a reason for such behavior is that overly complex models capture patterns that belong exclusively to the training set and may incur in a large number of misclassifications in a validation set. Third, SA exhibits poor performance, and does not provide any advantage during transfer learning. This is a phenomenon known as negative transfer where the use of transfer learning leads to a loss of performance. The poor performance of SA can be explained as a result of the preliminary step to unify source and target into the same feature space; the common space does not achieve a sufficient overlap between the two distributions. An additional observation is that further enhancement of the target model can be achieved by combining transfer learning with an area of study in machine learning known as active-learning [1] . Active learning points to those few instances on the target set where knowing the class label with confidence suffices to attain an accurate model. Here, the system is allowed to ask the expert for the right class label on the selected event or instance (e.g., by running a spectroscopic analysis on the selected Supernova). The process works as follows. It begins by using the model f t (x) created by the transfer learning algorithm as the initial model for active learning. This is followed by an iterative process that queries the next most informative instance from the target dataset, and builds a new model after the last queried instance is added to the sample. The algorithm stops when it reaches a maximum cost i.e., when it runs out of budget. Figure 3 shows results for the automated classification of Supernovae Ia when transfer learning and active learning are combined synergistically. Results show a significant advantage gained when transfer learning is combined with active learning. Even with a modest budget size, the combination yields better performance than the use of transfer learning alone. Of course, growing the budget size provides increased performance gain.
Empirical Results

Summary and Conclusions
This paper shows the value behind an emerging area of study in machine learning known as transfer learning. The main idea is to leverage experience from previous learning tasks by transferring knowledge from a source domain to a target domain (Section 1). There are multiple approaches to transfer learning (Section 2); examples include homogenous and heterogenous transfer; transfer mechanisms based on the differences between marginal and/or class-posterior distributions; and finally, transfer learning based on the nature of the element being transferred.
The experimental study described in Section 3 shows an application of transfer learning on the identification of Supernovae Ia (SNe Ia). The study shows that while transfer learning can yield substantial gains in performance, the technology itself is not always guaranteed to succeed. In the particular study described here, kernel mean matching shows an increase in accuracy performance when identifying SNe Ia, but subspace alignment leads to a loss in accuracy; for the latter case I mentioned that some approaches to transfer learning can lead to what is known as negative transfer, a scenario where performance degradation is observed. The section also mentions the benefit of combining transfer learning with active learning as a means to add relevant labeled examples from the target dataset.
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